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Command your dragon in an exploration of the magic world of Haypi Dragon
Published on 06/30/12
Haypi Dragon is a certain hit amongst the MMORPGs. Amazingly entertaining, suitable for
all ages, Haypi Dragon 1.4 takes the players into a world of spells, crystals and
treasures. Players need to fight powerful dragons under an evil spell and allure them to
the side of light and happiness. There are seven mighty but cute dragon masters, which
will submit to the player’s will if he is skillful enough to defeat them in battle.
Shanghai, China - Haypi Dragon is a certain hit amongst the MMORPGs. The latest 1.4
version is newly released but fans agree that is can’t be better than this. There are
seven mighty but cute dragon masters, which will submit to the player’s will if he is
skillful enough to defeat them in battle. At the beginning only Roco, the Rock Storming
dragon, is on the player’s side. With Roco’s help, the remarkable dragon trainer can
defeat other enchanted vicious dragons and demand them to fight against evil. This game
takes the players into a world of spells, crystals and treasures.
Players actually feel like they are in a new world, which they can enjoy and explore.
There are various exciting exploration scenes where players can be looking for a
mysterious ancient map that will lead them to a lost island. The magic forest is
deceitful. It is cursed and filled with dangerous sorcery and witchcraft. The dark swamp
is spooky and in it strange creatures are hiding and watching you! The deep sea is
lightless and cold.
When you see the enormous skeleton of the Behemoth, ask yourself: Will you face the same
fate as the gigantic beast? To whomever survives the previous adventures, welcome to the
Lava Hell. Later, there's no sign of life in the boundless Death desert. Doesn't the Great
Rift look like the slobbering mouth of a beast? The Space Warp is definitely only for the
brave ones. Even your face gets distorted in here. Strong winds keep blowing in the Snow
Field.
If you have survived till that time, do look out! Aren’t you heading towards the wrong
direction? Let’s see who is afraid of heights. When you reach the Frozen Peak, just don't
look down unless you want to fall off and break into pieces. Haypi Dragon is amazingly
entertaining, suitable for all ages and completely free to download from iTunes. Try it
now!
Language Support:
American English, Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Russian,
Spanish
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 3.0 or later
* Universal app optimized for display on all iOS devices
* 70.9 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Haypi Dragon 1.4 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Games category.
Haypi Dragon 1.4:
http://www.haypi.com/dragon/index.htm
Download from iTunes:
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http://itunes.apple.com/app/haypi-dragon/id483082304
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Haypi Inc. a private company founded in 2008 and based in China. Haypi Inc. is the creator
of Haypi Kingdom, a game which has had a remarkable success. Our newest game is Haypi
Dragon 1.3 and it already has numerous fans all over the world. Copyright (C) 2012 Haypi
Inc. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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